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1 Introduction

This white paper advocates a research program that focuses on the study and manipulation of strongly interacting ultracold quantum matter. Microgravity offers unique opportunities for the study of fundamental physics in such systems at an unprecedented level of accuracy and control.

Quantum mechanics is the science of the very small, and is thus of extreme fundamental and technological relevance. With tunable interaction strength, variable density, and a wide variety of probing techniques, ultracold quantum gases provide an excellent system for exploring quantum phenomena. In the past few years, the progress made in ultracold quantum gases has increasingly been translated into promising prospects for coherent quantum control with applications for fundamental science and quantum technologies [1–4]. Despite the rapid progress, the presence of gravity, and thus the need to confine the quantum gases in atom traps, is clearly posing limitations. As is laid out below, a microgravity environment offers new avenues to overcome existing limitations and enter into new regimes. For example, new possibilities to achieve coherent control over few-body interactions will provide ways in which one can produce exotic quantum phases that are solely controlled by few-body interactions. In fact, among all the unique properties of ultracold quantum gases, the ability to control interatomic interactions [3] is one that set this system apart from others in a very fundamental level. Studies of few-body interactions promise a particularly high pay-off: few-body interactions are responsible for a number of collective phenomena relevant across a broad range of physical systems. In particular in the regime of strong interactions, the ability to control interacting ultracold quantum matter will enable the exploration of a complex array of quantum phenomena that interconnect a number of different physics subfields, especially atomic, molecular, optical, condensed matter, nuclear physics, and chemistry. It is anticipated that studies in this direction can have the potential to impact every experiment in the strongly interacting regime (on microgravity or on ground).

The first glimpse on the importance of understanding few-atoms processes in ultracold quantum gases dates from the early years after the creation of the first dilute gas Bose-Einstein condensate [5–8]. Few-atom losses limit the lifetime and stability of condensates and still represent a major obstacle for the experimental exploration of many fundamental physical phenomena in a strongly-correlated ultracold gas. Moreover, much of what is understood today about the collective behavior of quantum matter relies on the properties of two-body physics, leaving aside high-order correlations originating from few-body physics (three or more interacting particles). In particular, whenever the atomic interactions are strong, an infinity of triatomic Efimov states are formed even though two particles do not interact strongly enough to bind a single diatomic molecular state [5–10]. Predicted nearly 50 years ago, the Efimov effect is a counterintuitive effect that brings forth the promise of a new level of control and understanding of various fundamental aspects of strongly interacting quantum matter and for exploring novel exotic dynamical regimes. Although earth-based experiments have reached maturity in terms of their technical capability, there is still much to be explored to determine how to utilize few-body interactions in order to engineer novel exotic quantum regimes. Most of these physical regimes and phenomena would benefit from microgravity environments as it alleviates the need to support against gravity and avoids unwanted perturbing factors, thus allowing for a much cleaner and more stable platform to explore quantum dynamics and interactions.
Few-body interactions bridge the gap between the two-body physics explored in much of AMO physics and the many-body physics underlying condensed-matter physics. Controlling and exploiting few-body interactions represents one of the next frontiers in the research of ultracold quantum matter and should be considered as a main focus of NASA’s space-based fundamental physics research program from 2023-2032 for the advancement of quantum science and technologies.

2 Current Status and Microgravity Justification

An increasingly large number of ground-based experiments with ultracold atoms have been designed for the exploration of few-body physics, having provided many observations of the Efimov effect \cite{5, 7, 11, 12} and of other few-body related phenomena \cite{13, 22}. Observations in the strongly interacting regime, however, are limited by the fast time scales associated with losses which limit the scope of what can be reliably measured on earth. This precludes clear observations of excited Efimov states and, more fundamentally, the verification of various universal properties of the system. Moreover, because losses add incoherence to the system, the observation of collective phenomena in the strongly interacting regime is difficult.

Microgravity environments, like those found at the NASA’s Cold Atom Laboratory (CAL) facility on the International Space Station (ISS), allow for orders of magnitude lower densities and temperatures than experiments on earth and represent a paradigm shift for future explorations of strongly interacting quantum matter. Under such conditions, losses are suppressed and the exploration of large Efimov states - unlikely to ever to be observed on earth - becomes possible. The extended atom-atom coherence afforded by the absence of gravity is also a key aspect that can facilitate the manipulation of few-atom correlations necessary to explore novel quantum phases of the matter.

3 Opportunities

Below, we will list and briefly discuss a number the opportunities that we believe will have a substantial impact on the research of strongly interacting quantum matter. In some of the opportunities the presence of a microgravity environment is imperative, while in others the use microgravity can also inform paths to earth-based studies and vice-versa.

Efimov States and Resonances. The study of excited Efimov states and resonances is an opportunity that directly benefits from the microgravity environment. Excited Efimov states are extremely large, so large that they can exceed the average interatomic distances for typical ground-based experiments, making them difficult to access \cite{23, 25}. They are also extremely weakly bound, and thus susceptible to thermal fluctuations and trapping disturbances. The ultralow density and temperature regimes achievable in microgravity, along with the nonnecessity of trapping atoms against gravity, make this environment a much more stable platform for the study of such delicate systems. This will allow one to approach a regime where Efimov universality is at its best, i.e., the regime where interactions are extremely strong, and the states far exceed all other length scales that introduce non-universal effects \cite{11, 12}.
So far, various universal predictions relating different manifestations of Efimov physics remain unobserved. In particular, the connection between excited Efimov resonances and interference effects have not been verified due to the limited access to stronger interactions and thermal effects. Besides allowing for access to the regime where these universal aspects can be verified, microgravity will also allow for the exploration of novel resonances and scattering regimes. For example, the existence of four-body resonances in dimer-dimer collisions could lead to the realization of molecular gases with tunable interactions as well as to provide a highly efficient way for create Efimov trimers.

Quenched Unitary Quantum Gases. Understanding strongly correlated phases of matter following a Hamiltonian quench is a fundamental challenge in modern science as it requires a new understanding of the thermodynamic properties of out-of-equilibrium isolated quantum systems. That includes studies of the early universe after inflation and of quark-gluon matter generated in heavy-ion collisions. Despite the success of statistical mechanics in describing classical systems, reconciling the irreversible character of thermodynamics with the time reversibility of isolated quantum systems has only recently found a more solid foundation based on the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH), deeply rooted in quantum chaos, and has been the focus of intense theoretical investigations ever since. Over the past few years, the study of quenched unitary Bose gases has also greatly intensified due to the experimental and theoretical advances with ultracold atoms. Although ultracold quantum gases have extremely low densities, the unique ability to control the strength of the interatomic interactions allows one to probe the unitary regime, where the probability for collisions can reach unity and the system becomes highly non-perturbative. In contrast to their fermionic counterparts, adiabatically approaching the unitary regime in a Bose gas is practically impossible due to fast atomic losses. Recent experiments, however, reached the unitary regime by quenching the interatomic interactions from weak to infinitely strong using Feshbach resonances. This scheme has allowed the system to live “long enough” to observe the dynamical evolution and equilibration of the unitary Bose gas thanks to the slow three-body decay rates produced in quenched system.

In a microgravity environment, due to the ability to reach ultralow densities and temperatures, the expected lifetimes are much more favorable, thus allowing for longer interaction times and a more in-depth probe of the dynamical properties of quenched unitary Bose gases. As shown in Refs., this is particularly important considering the fact that higher-order correlations such as those generated by Efimov physics typically evolve only at longer times than observed in ground based experiments. Therefore, by making the unitary regime more accessible, studies in microgravity will also allow for the exploration of the connection between three-body Efimov physics and collective dynamics of unitary Bose gases, novel pair formation and alternative paths to reach unitarity. Moreover, unitary Bose gases in microgravity will provide an unique platform to study quantum few- and many-body non-equilibrium dynamics in a controlled manner.

Few-body Driven Phases of the Matters. Few-body interactions are responsible for a number of collective phenomena relevant across a broad range of physical systems. For ultracold gases a number of regimes were predicted centered around the role of the three-body interactions but of particular interest are those phenomena where interactions
are tunable and/or the Efimov physics play a major role [96][106]. Here, we will highlight two of these opportunities which are expected to have a major impact on the fundamental understanding of ultracold quantum matter and beyond.

**Efimov Liquids.** In the context of a unitary Bose gas, the work in Refs. [102][103] has predicted that, for sufficiently low temperatures and pressure, the system undergoes a first-order phase transition from a normal gas to a “superfluid Efimov liquid”, where the atomic bounds have the same nature than those of Efimov trimers. A triple point separates these two phases and the BEC phase, whose coexistence line with the Efimov liquid ends in a critical point. Under experimental conditions found on earth, the observation of such a state is limited because it requires that the energy of the Efimov ground state to be much larger than those of the trap excitations, thus implying a highly unstable regime. At ultralow densities, however, it is possible to consider the same effect but now caused by an excited Efimov state, which has a lifetime about a factor 500 longer.

**Quantum Droplets.** It is well known that a Bose gas with attractive interactions is unstable and eventually collapses [107]. The work in Ref. [104], however, showed that a three-body repulsive interaction can stabilize the system into a quantum, self-bound, droplet phase. This regime can be achieved by tuning the interactions near an Efimov resonance where the three-body interaction can be independently tuned from attractive to repulsive. Although one can stabilize the system against collapse, the time scales for atom losses can still be too fast, preventing the system to transition to the droplet phase. Here again, the ultralow density regime can allow for more stability and observation of the droplet phase. As discussed below, ideas for further stabilization using coherent control can also be implemented in order to easy the access such collective phenomena.

**4 Conclusions**

Undeniably, experiments with strong interactions are challenging. The major challenge for such experiments has been to circumvent few-body losses, which limits the lifetime and stability of condensates on time scales much shorter than any collective phenomenon. This prevents detailed studies and observations of novel strongly interacting phases of matter. It is true that reducing the atomic density will reduce the time-scales of few-body losses. However, reducing the atomic densities will simultaneously scale-down the time scales for phase transitions as well. This reduction will probably not occur at the same rate but will potentially still cause dephasing and drive the system away from the strongly interacting regime. Therefore, when exploring phase transitions in the strongly interacting regime, a much more impactful way to pursue such explorations is by coherently controlling few-body processes. In this context, at the ultralow densities and temperatures achievable in microgravity, the coherent manipulation of large, weakly bound few-body states, such as Efimov states, is a favorable path to control of atomic losses. The achievement of coherent control over few-body interactions will also provide ways in which one can produce exotic quantum phases that are solely controlled by few-body interactions. Therefore, we believe that studies in this direction and the directions detailed above have the potential to impact every experiment in the strongly interacting regime (on microgravity or on ground).
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